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Places Template

This is a template for pages about places in the Star Army Universe, such as locations, businesses, space
stations, planets, and star systems.

Grab the code for this template by viewing the page source.

History

In most pages the history section should be the first sub-section on the page.

Put appearances in RP in this section with links1).

Description

Describe the place in detail in this section.

For planets, you can describe their characteristics of numbers in this section (e.g. surface gravity and
rotation) but avoid blocks of stats. Use complete sentences please.

Transportation

How can characters reach this place and how do they get around once they're there?

Please link to any nearby places that they would normally come from, such as the adjacent cities on a rail
line.

People

What is the local population like? Who's here?

Characters

Here's an automatic list of all characters currently in this place (based on structured data from their
character pages).

Page Occupation Gender Species
Alice Macy Bartender Female Minkan

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:alice_macy
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=species:minkan
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Page Occupation Gender Species
Irchaet Bartender Female Random Alien

RP Opportunities

Talk about what characters can experience and do here. Got recommendations? Ideas? Help fuel some
RP.

Local Rumors

Put plot hooks and local rumors in this section.

Items

Optional section for place inventory. Is there anything cool here to find? Does the place have a stockpile
of supplies (e.g. military bases)? It's okay to title this section “Assets” if you prefer.

OOC Notes

Wes created this article on 2021/01/15 07:30.

(Put art credits here)

1)

as footnotes
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